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L CAPITAL- PARK AND. PLANNING COMMISSION
8787 Georgia Avenue Silver Spring. Maryland 20910-3760

TO: Robert Hubbard, Acting Chief
Division of Development Services and Regulation
Department of Environmental Protection

FROM: Gwen Marcus, Historic Preservation Coordinator
Design, Zoning, and Preservation Division
M-NCPPC

SUBJECT: Historic Area Work Permit

DATE : - C1 - 9 - C(3

The Montgomery Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed the
attached application for a Historic Area Work Permit. The appli-
cation was:

Approved Denied

Approved with Conditions:

The BuildYng Permit for this`fhoject should be issued conditional
upon adherance to the approved Historic Area Work Permit.

Applicant:

Address: 3`t2 -̀A M~&X_y 5A)~, Umv,~*



Historic Preservation Commission

51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001, Rockville, Maryland 20850

217-3625

APPLICATION FOR
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT
TAX ACCOUNT # t~)A (D 

() 
A ~ `(~' PPA C)L «-4

NAME OF PROPERTY OWNER Z=- - t~ tp "- ` TELEPHONE N0. ̀ )0 ' te_( ~?2' = C~

(Contract/Purchaser) (Include Area Code

ADDRESS :~ •~`1 < __r ~~F~t T '~' l <~ a t ~~ r'' T'b i I M t
C ITV STATE ZIP

CONTRACTOR ~ y ~ 4 , ~'~ TELEPHONE NO.

CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION NUMBER NA -4- C-
PLANS PREPARED BY All - TELEPHONE NO.

Ilnclude Area Code) r

REGISTRATION NUMBER 1'~~ t ~_ 7) _D

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number 7_)--t '~t Street

Town/City t !~ Election District 1

Nearest Cross Street ~ ~~~~ Z--v e— kA

Lot \—:; Block _~, Subdivision y~ • ~~~"• I ~~~ ~ '~~ ~ -y =̀ —

Liber~~Folio Parcel 00

1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION: (circle one) Circle One: A/C Slab Room Addition

E
uct Extend/Add Alter/Renovate Repair Porch Deck Fireplace Shed Solar. Woodburning Stove

%Raze Move Install Revocable Revision EE /Wall (complete Section 4) Other ~--~~~'~

1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $~~~~~

1C. IF THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED ACTIVE PERMIT SEE PERMIT #

1D. INDICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANY

1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE?

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS

2A. TYPE OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL 2B. TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 (70• WSSC 02 ( 1 Septic 01 (`K), WSSC 02 ( ) Well

03 ( ) Other 03 1 ) Other

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL

4A. HEIGHT feet inches

4B.. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:
1. On party line/Property line
(̀2.. Entirely on land of owner `.e"'

3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with
plans approved by all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.

l

Signature,of owner or authorized agent (agent must have signature notarized on back) Date
N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N M N N N N N# M N N N N N N N M N N M N N N N N N N N N N N N N N A N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N M N N M N N N N N N N N N N N

APPROVED For Chairpers 's ric Pre ion mission

DISAPPROVED Sign atur 

` 

ate "

APPLICATION/PERMIT N0: , ` X ~t'.i'"1 FILING FEE:$
DATE FILED:

DATE ISSUED: _
OWNERSHIP CODE:

PERMIT FEE: $

BALANCE$

RECEIPT NO: FEE WAIVED:

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR INSTRUCTIONS
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION STAFF REPORT

Address: 3929 Prospect Street Meeting Date: 9/8/93

Resource:Kensington Historic District Review: HAWP/Alteration

Case Number: 31/6-93K Tax Credit: No

Public Notice: 8/25/93 Report Date: 9/1/93

Applicant: Peter and Maureen Cappadona Staff: Nancy Witherell

PROPOSAL: Remove tree/construct fence RECOMMEND: Approve

The application concerns the removal of a tree on the lot of a
newly-constructed house and the installation of a white-painted
lattice fence 6' tall inside the rear property line.

The construction of the house was reviewed several times by the
Commission and staff. The footprint of the house and its loca-
tion were changed during the review. Originally L-shaped and
with a patio at the rear, the footprint of the house is now
rectangular with a patio on the right (east) side near the drive-
way. (The front wing was eliminated from the scheme and the
house set back slightly on its lot following review by the Com-
mission in January, 1992.)

A tree survey produced by Murray and Associates dated July 1990
was used by the HPC during its review. Staff visited the site on
August 4, 1993, with Steve Cary, a certified arborist on the M-
NCPPC staff, to verify the information on the tree survey. In
surveying the species and location of every tree on the property,
Mr. Cary discovered several errors in the original tree survey,
summarized by the staff as follows:

1. There are actually more trees on the site than are shown on
the original survey, particularly dogwoods in the front yard, a
walnut along the left side lot line and a walnut inside the rear
lot line behind the garage.

2. Some of the trees are misidentified by species. Many of the
trees labeled wild cherries are actualy dogwoods.

3. The applicants have elected to retain most of the dogwoods
(labeled wild cherries) previously approved for removal by the
HPC. In addition, they have transplanted eight 50-year-old
azaleas to the left side of the house.
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4. Several trees marked on the survey either have been removed
during construction or were inaccurately marked on the tree
survey. These missing trees are a 6.5" tree in the center of the
front yard, a 7" tree to the right of the front path, a 6" tree
in the left front corner of the property, and a tree on the left
property line.

5. In addition, a tree never marked on the tree survey was
removed at the right front (southeast) corner of the house.
According to the contractor, it was a deciduous tree approximate-
ly 8" in caliper.

6. The large 14" tree on the left property line on the survey is
dead and should be removed.

7. Approximately half of the root system of the walnut at the
rear, behind the garage, was cut for the construction of the
garage's foundation. According to Mr. Cary, the tree is healthy
now.and it is too early to determine if it has been irrevocably
damaged or not. This tree was not marked on the original tree
survey.

8. As a result of the footprint revisions, the front right
(southeast) corner of the house was built very close to a tree.
The tree, a cherry tree approximately 12-14" in caliper, is
leaning toward the house. Mr. Cary believes the tree is so
damaged that it is a danger to the house and should be removed.

STAFF DISCUSSION

The applicants and their landscape architect propose removal of
the cherry tree leaning toward the front corner of the house.
They propose planting a cluster of 6'-tall narrow evergreens in
its stead, in the banked area between the driveway and the house.
Additional shrubbery will also be planted near the house on the
east side.

Mr. Cary suggests, instead, that five hollies of the Ilex opaca
family, each 6'-8' in height, be planted.

The diagonal-lattice framed fence would have corner posts with
ball finials and would serve as a screen along the side and rear
yard, as shown on the plan provided by the applicants' landscape
architect.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

The cherry tree was irrevocably damaged during construction of
the house; its root system is so compromised that the tree is
noticeably leaning toward the house and should be removed. Given
the number of trees on the property, -including those in the
immediate area, the HPC staff and Mr. Cary find the replacement
of the cherry tree with holly trees to be the most appropriate
choice. In a case of this nature, the HPC weighs the best way to
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mitigate the loss of the tree, because there is no equivalent
substitute for a mature tree.

The staff is greatly concerned about the other trees removed
during construction of the house. Since the applicants antici-
pate developing a planting plan for the property, the staff would
recommend.that it be submitted to the HPC for review.

The fence is a also an appropriate choice, in the opinion of the
staff, in height, style, color, and location.

The staff recommends that the Commission find the proposal con-
sistent with the purposes of Chapter 24A, particularly 24-8(b)2:

The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the
historical, archeological, architectural or cultural fea-
tures of the historic site, or the historic district in
which an historic resource is located and would not be
detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes of
this chapter;

and with Standard #2:

The historic character of a property shall be retained and
preserved. The removal of historic materials or alteration
of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be
avoided.
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Historic Preservation Commission

'51 Monroe Street, Suite 1001, Rockville, Maryland 20850
217-3625

APPLICATION FOR..
HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT - -
TAX ACCOUNT#

NAME OF_PROPERTY OWNER Q PrIA-D ~~,L~2x!~? TELEPHONE NO.
(Contract/Purch er) Include Area ode

ADDRESS. CSL 1 ' t T~' 
{1 

c) ;;0
STATE 21P

CONTRACTOR ~ tCL~ L-J~r►~UL~ ~LI~ % T E L E P IfOaEX. bt ACI
CONTRACTOR REGISTRATION NUMBER

PLANS PREPARED BY ~A-",VS TELEPHONE N0.
I4
(alci dG 

re
REGISTRATION NUMBER

LOCATION OF BUILDING/PREMISE

House Number Street-~~C~~•

Town/City-1 ► ~~ ~~ ~~ Election District ~'✓

Nearest Cross Street  T- -1 `I- t--- ft-J."

Lot' Block ' Subdivision
i

Liber!PQ25Folio ` Parcel

1A. TYPE OF PERMIT ACTION: (circle one) Circle One: A/C Slab Room Addition

onstruct Extend/Add Alter/Renovate Repair Porch = Oeck~-" Fireplace Shed So = Woodb̀u~rning Stove

rec Raze Move Install Revocable Revision en all (complete Section 4) Other

1B. CONSTRUCTION COSTS ESTIMATE $ G> I"1a0.t~0 fil2►~ .rD
A+'1C. IF THIS IS A REVISION OF A PREVIOUSLY APPROVEPCTI E PERMIT SEE PERMIT* "JA-

ID.1D. INDICATE NAME OF ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANY
J`~j1E. IS THIS PROPERTY A HISTORICAL SITE?

PART TWO: COMPLETE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION AND EXTEND/ADDITIONS
2A. TYPE OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL 2B. TYPE OF WATER SUPPLY

01 04 WSSC 02 ( 1 Septic 01 WSSC - 02 ( ) Well
03 ( ) Other 03 ( ) Other

PART THREE: COMPLETE ONLY FOR FENCE/RETAINING WALL
4A. HEIGHT feet inches
4B. Indicate whether the fence or retaining wall is to be constructed on one of the following locations:

1. On party line/Property line
QEntirely on land of owner
3. On public right of way/easement (Revocable Letter Required).

I hereby certify that I have the authority to make the foregoing application, that the application is correct, and that the construction will comply with
plans approve ~ all agencies listed and I hereby acknowledge and accept this to be a condition for the issuance of this permit.



SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FOR HISTORIC AREA WORK PERMIT

REQUIRED ATTACHMENTS

1. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Description of existing structure(s) and environmental setting,
including their historical features and significance:

~kl 4 M c t o o t t~ V-3 clrl- SL. V_ e o «,,k101 E-~o [fit C

~~5~~~ /kite ~~~ ~.~~~~►~—~-~~. 
-

b. General description of project and its impact on the historic
resource(s), the environmental setting, and, where applicable, the
historic -district:

Irl

l N

0/?,
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2. Statement of Pro.iect Intent: •

Short, written statement that describes:

a. the proposed design of the new work, in terms of scale, massing,
materials, details, and landscaping:

Ll

b. the relationship of this design to the existing resource(s):

c. the way in which the proposed work conforms to the specific
requirements of the Ordinance (Chapter 24A):

3. Project Plan:

Site and environmental setting, drawn to scale (staff will advise on
area required). Plan to include:

a. the scale, north arrow, and date;

b. dimensions and heights of all existing and proposed structures.;

c. brief description and age of all structures (e.g., 2 story, frame
house c.1900);

d. grading at no less than 5' contours (contour maps can be obtained
from the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission,
.8787 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring; telephone 495-4610); and

e. site features such as walks, drives, fences, ponds, streams, trash
dumpsters, mechanical equipment, and landscaping.

4." Tree Survey: If applicable, tree survey indicating location, caliper
yy~species of all trees within project area which are 6" in caliper or

r~{ larger (including those to be removed).

-2-
d

8
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S. Design Features: Schematic construction plans drawn to scale at 1/8"
=1'-0", or 1/4" = 1'-0", indicating location, size and general type of
walls, window and door openings, roof profiles, and other fixed features
of both the existing resource(s) and the proposed work.

6. Facades: Elevation drawings, drawn to scale at 1/8" = 1'00, or 1/4" _
1'0", clearly indicating proposed work in relation to existing
construction and, when appropriate, context. All materials and fixtures
proposed for exterior must be noted on the elevations drawings. An
existing and a proposed elevation drawing of each facade affected by the
proposed work is required.

7. Materials Specifications: General description of materials and
manufactured items proposed for incorporation in the work of the project.

8. Photos of Resources: Clearly labeled color photographic prints of
each facade of existing resource, including details of the affected
portions. All labels should be placed on the front of photographs.

9. Photos of Context: Clearly labeled color photographic prints of the
resource as viewed from the public right-of-way and from adjoining
properties, and of the adjoining and facing properties.

Color renderings and models are encouraged, but not generally required.

Applicant shall submit 2 copies of all materials in a format no larger
than 8 1/2" x 14"; black and white photocopies of color photos are acceptable
with the submission of one original photo.

10. Addresses of Adjacent Property Owners. For all projects, provide an
accurate list of adjacent and confronting property owners (not tenants),
including names, addresses, and zip codes. This list should include the
owners of all lots or parcels which adjoin the parcel in question, as
well as the owner(s) of lot(s) or parcel(s) which lie directly across
the street/highway from the parcel in question. If you need assistance
obtaining this information, call the Department of Assessments and
Taxation, at 279-1355.

1. Name KA P-rZS +~-4--LL-4~ ~2 ASS J t14 Et-f ~ R"n A,J

Address X2-7

City/Zip ~  0 "Ab. ZfO1~9S

2. Name rJ i> S .4-rJ 1,

Address

city/zip 1~~S + Q &-T-o r.1 WIT), 20 eAS

;vft

1n -3-

~J



3 . Name S A.►n W ~S ~►f1 A ~l

Address 2cli(,

City/Zip ~~~5 E—t'z~~ ✓1/~~ • Zv~~1S

4. Name t~o L-L ~/ ,~r~t r~ t~ I,a+2K SU ~~ ~J•~ ~I

Address

C i ty/Z i p VVI I C

5. Name W,4e -,—E ~.i-4, O~cn ~tG1 0 F~!_ +1

Address

City/Zip

6. Name OP_oT-E ~y1►J~.J ~~y l4~ r/ t ~~f

Address Z)g-4 7 W'g5N-' r`(~3-O"1 ~' •

City/Zip lz S I rw r,-!

7. Name CL-Ao~ ro m-A AF~

Address 3°i~g ' ~A-LTi

City/Zip~ SitJ.C,Torjr i>- 2C)~j 1S

8. Name

Address X1%4 TA L--T-1 r-Ipe-e ST-

TCity/ZipCity/Zip ~-JE-AQS I QGI-CQI "-b-. 2LO-Z9S

1757E

o N A A W E Ai-- P aA t- rvA A n.l

gAL-r ►

t+~11 ~- ~ ~ ~ I~ o r3~ ~ D ~n Ana•► ~

.4

l ~ .'w' ~~ yJf 1"ZT►-~ ~4 A- ~ ~ ~.! ~4 M ~S U fc? ,rv~~

2-0-20)5'

'~~12d- 3~ ~-~-- ~ ~ o tom- ~-~-~•
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THIS LOCATION IS FOR TITLE PURPOSES ONLY - NOT TO HE USED FOR DETERMINING PROPEKTY UNiS, PftOpERTY MARKERS NOT GVARANTEEP BY THIS LOCATION.
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KENSINGTEN PARK
MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD. 

tda Hub PANd L.. AVAIL.AINL.--Cb)

^OD7✓h GA4fXrAtr C,-ZI ̂ 93. MFG NOW04 of VI&r4wr f.TCs/-4

BUILDING LINE AND/OR FLOOD ZONE INFORMATION IS TAKEN FROM AVAILABLE SOURCES AND IS SUBJECT TO INTERPRETATION OF ORIGINATOR

SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE REFERENCES ADVANTAGE ENGINEERING,INC.
SURVEYORS + ENGINEERS'I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS INSPECTION WAS PLAT BK. B LAND PLANNING CONSULTANTSPERPUkMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE STANDARDS

OF PRACTICE FOR REGIMR60 SURVEYORS IN THE P.O.BOX 1333STATE AS ADOPTED BY THE MARYLAND SOCIETY OF PLAT N0, 4 GERMANTOWN. MD. E0876
SURVEYORS' (301) 607-0124

LIBERDATE = OF LOCATIONS SCALE: 1' 30'
WALL CHECK: 2/11/93 DRAWN BY: JJB-- cnt In 1-ISF10C.: 8-5-9
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KEH E
LANDSCAPING

P.O. BOX 1 51 39, CHEVY CHASE, MARYLAND 20825 229-8403

August 10, 1993

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Cappadona
3929 Prospect Street
Kensington, Maryland

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Cappadona;

At your request, I have taken the time to look closely at the existing trees that are near the
propety line of your backyard. I am confident that we can construct a fence on your side of
the property line without causing any damage to the existing trees.

If you should have any questions, please don't hesitate to call.

Since ly,

Katherine Kehoe
President

me/kk
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